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Lucy: Albert
Schloss for great
cocktails and
entertainment.

Matt: 24, one of
Manchester's best kept
secrets. A little
basement bar that
does amazing cocktails.

Marion: If you fancy
escaping the cold and
rainy days with a tasty
Belgian beer, Bøck is
your place!

Favourite
bars

Tori: Albert Schloss - because whatever
night you go, you can dance on the
tables with performance artists & drag
queens! Amazing cocktails and drinks
selection, cosy atmosphere, classy but fun
vibes. And even great for breakfast, lunch
and dinner. You can take anyone there and
have a good time (note: wear a collar and
no trainers on a Fri/Sat night to guarantee
entry!)

Pranika: Turtle Bay - best music
ever and 2 for 1 cocktails until 7pm
& from 10pm til closing

Lauren: Refuge - looks pretty
fancy but it isn't pretentious

Helen: Roxy Ballroom on Deansgate
– cheap pool and table tennis on
Mondays, lots of fun
Peter: Revs de Cuba. Great cocktails and
tapas. Live music, and for the energetic,
Latin American dancing in the downstairs
ballroom
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Marion: I don't think
you can visit
Manchester without
seeing Affleck’s Palace!

Pranika: Home sense - best place
to wander around decorating the
house you haven’t bought yet.

Lucy: & Other Stories - beautiful
clothes.

Peter: I’m not a big shopper, but
Selfridges works for me.

Favourite
shop

Tori: Trafford Centre – because you can
go shopping at the best shops until 10pm
at night in the cosy warm. People travel
hundreds of miles to get here – literally
they come on coaches. Count yourself
blessed.

Lauren: Makers Market - in a
different part of manchester every
weekend, lots of food and drink
too.

Helen: Paperchase – it’s just so big!!
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She’s not even been…
Pranika: Chennai Spice (Sri Lankan
& South Indian food so I’m a bit
biased)

Marion: Head to Proove in
West Didsbury for the best
pizzas ever! And cheap!
Peter: of course Grande Cafe
Piccolino on the corner of Clarence St
& Princess St. The best Italian food and
service in Manchester!

Matt: Fazenda, all you
can eat meat
restaurant for £30.

Favourite
restaurant

Lucy: Il Gato Negro: amazing tapas
although a tad pricey - great place for
special occasions.

Lauren: Chilli Banana in Didsbury
(& Wilmslow) - best Thai in town

Helen: Samsi – fab Japanese
food on Whitworth Street. They
made a banana into a dolphin in
my fruit salad, it was great

Tori: Cottonopolis – chic and lively bar/
restaurant vibes, thai/sushi/oriental food at
great prices.
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Matt: 24, one of
Manchester's best kept
secrets. A little
basement bar that
does amazing cocktails.

Marion: How do you feel
about a bar that was hand-built
and run by the community that
lives around? The Pilcrow is
your place for summer beer
festivals, great DJs and friendly
atmosphere.

Best
hidden gem
Tori: Fletcher Moss Botanical Gardens in
Didsbury. Can get there on the tram from
town in 20 mins. Take a walk or run here
to enjoy the beautiful plants and flowers,
and enjoy the fresh air of the river
Mersey. Then stop by Didsbury Village or
West Didsbury for some lunch. Rustik is
my favourite but there’s SO many eateries
to explore and so many popping up all
the time.
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Peter: El Rincon, a wonderful
basement tapas bar serving exquisite
Basque food and great Spanish wines.

Lauren: Corbières - a little
place known to be one of
the coolest places in
Manchester, rockstars and
models tend to go there
when in town

Helen: Redbank – a little bar next to
Green Quarter, nice brunch and drinks
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Matt: South to
Northwich and cheshire
is where I go to escape
the city. Country lanes,
pubs and family.

Marion: Ladybower
Reservoir - never been
to Canada but this is
what I picture it to look
like.

Peter: try King Street in Knutsford. A
cobbled Tudor street packed with
quaint shops and some amazing bars
and restaurants.

Favourite place
to escape the
city

Lauren: Tatton park - great walk,
nice lake and lots of deer

Lucy: Getting lost in the peak district

Helen: Cheshire (Delamere forest
for walks, Chester for a different
city vibe) or the peaks, or Lyme
park for something closer!

Tori: This is hard because there is SO many.
Brunch is my favourite so I’ll have to say
Altrincham Market (which is the same company as
Mackie Mayor in NQ), but this is great for all meals
of the day!Its so lovely going out of the city (you
can get to it on the tram) and getting great local
food alongside local craft and flower markets. This
is also right by Dunham Massey which is lovely for
walks, and Red House farm for picking pumpkins in
October!!
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Marion: Mackie
Mayor! Great food,
great atmosphere and
beautiful place (that
happens to be across
the street from mine)

Matt: Warehouse
Project on store street
is basically my
favourite place to go
on a night out.

Lucy: Cheap cinema
tickets in the AMC,
bowling in All Star
Lanes.

Peter: for those who like to play
hard, always end up in Liars bar
where you can enjoy great cocktails
and music until 4am.

Favourite place
to go out on a
Friday night

Lauren: Mojos - old
school rock and indie music
and they encourage you to
dance on the tables

(or whenever you go out)
Helen: Gorilla for a night out –
haven’t been to many other places
yet but I had a great time here!

Tori: If not Albert Schloss, hopping between bars
in the Northern Quarter is great. Favourites include
Matt & Phreds for jazz, pizza and wine deals,
TwentyTwentyTwos for RnB and table tennis, Soup
Kitchen for chilled vibes and a basement grungy
nightclub, and Apotheca for great cocktails.
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Marion: Spending
your Sunday at Grubs
food fair, playing board
games.

Matt: Big music and
DJs. Also one of my
favourite things to do
in Manchester (gigs in
general).

Peter: enjoying the outstanding
performances at the Royal Exchange
Theatre.

Favourite thing
to do in
Manchester
Lucy: walk around Media City in the
summer and chill on the deckchairs with a
cocktail
Tori: The fact you can wake up and decide to do absolutely
anything and you’ll be able to do it! Manchester has everything
and is SO well connected. I particularly love how close we are
to the Peaks, Wales and the Lakes for weekends away or
even just day trips (Peaks is easiest for this).
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Helen: Make the most of the
endless theatre, music, museums
etc.
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